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As in nest cases, where it is possible to check the original reasons for withholding 
iaforeatioa by the Archives, this report, clearly, was not subject to withholding ender 
the laws and regulations anti was withheld from improper reasone. ell, and there are several, 
add up to official embarrassment. 

This report is not WCe materiel. 
Insofar as the allegation it was withheld as medical records goes, if it ever was 

valid, that validity ended on the release of the panel report, which has such a listing. 
This is a more moanineu1 listing, leach raises questions about the forensic-medical 
experts who concoct a less meanineled one and use eithout explanation initialling added 
after exposure of the file when they leei this report explaining the initialling. I have 
not compared both lists yet. 

Why it was declassified, and more, whe at this tiee, remeine a question. his is not 
a tome of review, so it is net a coursc-of-busiaese declaseification. 

In the short note I added to my letter tc Jane Smith on receipt of the list, 
indicated some of the possible reason, including intended use by another. However, siece 
then it has occurred to me that this easy be a reaction to what have done, including 
filing appeals with Vauter last month. There have been occasions on which I have been 
allowed to have what has been withheld when I eade on issue, I  presume on the beide that 
it is butter to let me have it quietly than run the risk of my drawing more attention to it by goine to court. 

Another possibility is a delayed reaction to my pointed and almost offensive letter 
to g.elley on the Secret-Service destriction of some of the film, although I think that 
not likely, or not as likely. An interaction between that anti the letter to Vawter is 
also possible. 

Perhaps the lies in which I caught them prompted someone to want to release some of what they'd lied about, for Lattimar has used, is eisued, these thinge, and they'd lied about that, pretty blaepeetly. 
If we may not be able to decide on the reason or reasons, it is eomeeimes useful to 

ponder them for the values thin can hold for future effort:3 to bring declassification of what was improperly classified about. 
There is no consistent pattern to the declanzification, so each case has to be 

approached and understood separately. There has been extensive declassification of what 
should not have been, anu in no case that I can recall is there any possible relevance. 
A conspicuous exam beis the Valle meeieal-eoxual history, which is nobody's business 
and could be ueed to hurt him. another is that of ht rgueeite Oawald having lived with 
Eckdael beoere they were married, relevant to nothing, not even the shrinkery, yet not 
eithheld when that session was declassified, and it was one of the earlier ones released. I suppose it is possible that this was given to ale to divort my efforts to get other things I'd asked for at the same time, perhaps to make we think that I had been given all 
Iehad asked for... possible example of this is a Secret :service memo on the film destruction. I an not sure I recall clearly, but I hinkt there is one. (Defeo ER remember without my checle.ne-Lat-ieesor?) Kelley could have written se: area sat ,hero is no such thing is there was riot one. This refers to the ineident, but need not be the same thing, ant if there is a separate memo, at the least it should identify the peceon who took The pictures and 
state how it is known that five film were exposed, if that is the saes film. Revember, only military personnel were permitted in the autopsy room, and of those, only these 
necessary. 

Again without checking, I believe there is no reference to a neck wound in the back. Decription is shoulder, ens that is a vital enough difference. There also seems to be 
closeup film. There was duplication. I au inclined to think it is not as easy to get 
tight shots with a 415 camera as with a 35mm., but I think that oith the elimination of 120 film, Alice could have been a reflex, some of which permit very close shots, :Load- 
held, really close shots would not be eeny with 4x5. 

As I toted, this does not say it is ell the file. =ram the testimony it can t be all the Je-rays. The full-body asked for by Finck are not included. They were tekene 
zr„Aof the purposes of this hasty, added not is to get a reaction from Fill before Smith 
or others respond. MI a/4/73 


